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(1) CALL TO ORDER – The meeting of the Water & Sewer Commission was called to order by 

Commission Chairman Coffelt. 

 

(2) ROLL CALL- those present; Commissioners Melvin Coffelt, Jane Birmingham, Robert Anderson, 

Superintendent Frank Holzkamper, Phil Humbard and Jeff Denhardt of ESI, Greg & Chris Edwards of 

Edwards Design Construction Company, and Deborah Lincecum of CWSD.  

 

(3) New Business – a discussion regarding the Greenhouse Road sewer project began in which Edwards 

Design has been awarded the bid. Edwards Design has big concerns about the width of what they are 

being paid for. The contract bid packet clearly stated CWSD was paying for a width of 9” wider on 

both sides of the outside diameter of the pipe. In other words, an 8” pipe would pay at 27”. Edwards 

stated they need to install a 42-45” wide trench box and we were not paying enough for them to do 

that. Greg Edwards said it should probably be a 48” box from “outside to outside”. In an effort to 

validate his argument Mr. Edwards presented email letters from Mark McFadden who provides the 

trench boxes. Chairman Coffelt asked Mr. Edwards, what size did they figure in the bid? Mr. Edwards 

said his calculations were for a 48” trench box. But the problem comes from the rock in the ground, 

he did not consider having to deal with this much of it per yard of digging. Chairman Coffelt said 

Edwards Design may be jumping to conclusions since they haven’t even dug the pipe ditch. Phil 

Humbard said there was 700 yards of rock in the specs. Phil said the rock pay amount/width was 

thoroughly detailed in the plans and it’s the contractors’ responsibility to figure the pay width when 

they calculate their bid prices. Commissioner Anderson said the contractors won’t know what they’re 

getting into until they begin to excavate it. He further stated the equation of Pay X Depth X Length 

equals how they’ll be paid according to the contract and if Edwards Design submitted a bid that 

underpays them then that is their loss. CWSD will only pay using that formula. Mr. Humbard asked 

Mr. Greg Edwards “If you knew you would be paid 27” but you really needed 48”, then why didn’t 

you factor in the amount that you need?” Greg said, if I get paid 27” wide trench I will make money 

but how does a grown man fit into a 27” trench box? Commissioner Anderson said until Edwards 

Design excavates the rock he is not inclined to modify the existing contract. Phil asked, why would 

they bid and then not be happy with what they got. It was all laid out on the spec sheet.  

 

Commissioner Anderson made a motion to table any further discussion since it’s too early to 

have this type of discussion. Phil immediately stated that the motion is giving Edwards Design 

‘hope’ that they’ll be paid more in the future. Commissioner Coffelt disagreed and said there 

might be 900 cubic yards of rock and then the trench issue may be nothing to consider until 

they start digging. Commissioner Birmingham 2nd the motion to table the talks, and all 

commissioners were in favor.   

 

Commissioner Anderson made a motion to adjourn and Commissioner Birmingham 2nd the 

motion and all commissioners were in favor.  


